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33As more and more electronic clinical information is becoming easier to access for secondary uses such as
34clinical research, approaches that enable faster and more collaborative research while protecting patient
35privacy and confidentiality are becoming more important. Clinical text de-identification offers such
36advantages but is typically a tedious manual process. Automated Natural Language Processing methods
37can alleviate this process, but their impact on subsequent uses of the automatically de-identified clinical
38narratives has only barely been investigated.
39In the context of a larger project to develop and investigate automated text de-identification for
40Veterans Health Administration (VHA) clinical notes, we studied the impact of automated text de-iden-
41tification on clinical information in a stepwise manner. Our approach started with a high-level assess-
42ment of clinical notes informativeness and formatting, and ended with a detailed study of the overlap
43of select clinical information types and Protected Health Information (PHI). To investigate the informa-
44tiveness (i.e., document type information, select clinical data types, and interpretation or conclusion)
45of VHA clinical notes, we used five different existing text de-identification systems. The informativeness
46was only minimally altered by these systems while formatting was only modified by one system. To
47examine the impact of de-identification on clinical information extraction, we compared counts of
48SNOMED-CT concepts found by an open source information extraction application in the original (i.e.,
49not de-identified) version of a corpus of VHA clinical notes, and in the same corpus after de-identification.
50Only about 1.2–3% less SNOMED-CT concepts were found in de-identified versions of our corpus, and
51many of these concepts were PHI that was erroneously identified as clinical information. To study this
52impact in more details and assess how generalizable our findings were, we examined the overlap
53between select clinical information annotated in the 2010 i2b2 NLP challenge corpus and automatic
54PHI annotations from our best-of-breed VHA clinical text de-identification system (nicknamed ‘BoB’).
55Overall, only 0.81% of the clinical information exactly overlapped with PHI, and 1.78% partly overlapped.
56We conclude that automated text de-identification’s impact on clinical information is small, but not
57negligible, and that improved clinical acronyms and eponyms disambiguation could significantly reduce
58this impact.
59� 2014 Published by Elsevier Inc.
60

61

62
63 1. Introduction

64 As Electronic Health Records (EHR) are being deployed
65 throughout the U.S. healthcare system, more and more electronic

66clinical information is becoming easier to access for secondary uses
67such as clinical research. This evolution offers tremendous poten-
68tials, but also equally growing concern for patient confidentiality
69and privacy breaches. Secondary uses of clinical information for re-
70search purposes require patient informed consent, a requirement
71often difficult to fulfill, especially with research involving larger
72patient populations. This patient informed consent requirement
73can be waived if the patient EHR content is de-identified, as de-
74fined in the HIPAA legislation [1]. Two approaches for
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75 de-identification are proposed: the ‘‘Safe Harbor’’ method, requir-
76 ing removal of Protected Health Information (PHI), or the statistical
77 method. Both methods typically involve significant human re-
78 sources to manually examine EHR content and de-identify it. The
79 former (i.e., ‘‘Safe Harbor’’ method) can also be applied automati-
80 cally on clinical narrative text, using Natural Language Processing
81 (NLP) methods, and therefore allowing for faster and cheaper de-
82 identification of clinical text [2]. NLP methods have been shown
83 to allow for high accuracy, [3–5] but they could also erroneously
84 categorize clinical information as PHI, or introduce new misleading
85 information when replacing the detected PHI with other informa-
86 tion. These issues are also shared with manual de-identification
87 approaches, and could imply reducing the information content of
88 clinical notes, and the accuracy of subsequent automated processes
89 such as information extraction.
90 The Veterans Healthcare Administration Consortium for Health-
91 care Informatics Research (CHIR) is a multi-disciplinary group of
92 collaborating investigators affiliated with VHA sites across the
93 U.S. The objectives of the CHIR are to improve the health of veter-
94 ans through foundational and applied informatics research,
95 advancing the effective use of unstructured text and other types
96 of clinical data in the EHR. Building methods and tools that can
97 be used to automatically de-identify VHA clinical documents is of
98 paramount importance in the development of this initiative. In
99 the context of the CHIR, the de-identification project focused on

100 investigating the current state of the art of automatic clinical text
101 de-identification [2], on developing a best-of-breed de-identifica-
102 tion application for VHA clinical documents [3], and on evaluating
103 its impact on subsequent text analysis tasks and the risk for re-
104 identification of this text.
105 This paper presents our effort to study the impact approaches
106 for preserving patient privacy, specifically automated clinical text
107 de-identification, can have on clinical text informativeness, and
108 on subsequent uses of clinical text such as information extraction.

109 2. Background

110 In the United States, current regulations require patient in-
111 formed consent when using clinical information for research pur-
112 poses, but this requirement can be waived if the information is
113 de-identified, or if patient consent is not possible (e.g., data mining
114 of retrospective records). For clinical data to be considered de-
115 identified, the ‘‘Safe Harbor’’ method defined in the Health Insur-
116 ance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA; codified as 45
117 CFR §160 and 164) requires 18 categories of Protected Health Infor-
118 mation to be removed [6]. These categories include names, dates
119 (except the year), addresses, telephone and fax numbers, e-mail
120 addresses, social security numbers, other personal identifiers, etc.
121 Several text de-identification applications have been developed
122 previously, starting with Sweeny’s Scrub system [7]. These applica-
123 tions target a variable selection of PHI, ranging from patient names
124 only [8], to all PHI categories defined in the Safe Harbor method, or
125 even everything that was not recognized as clinical information
126 [9]. Most applications focused on only one or two specific clinical
127 document types, such as pathology reports and discharge summa-
128 ries, and only few systems were evaluated with a more heteroge-
129 neous document corpus [7,8,10]. Existing text de-identification
130 applications are mostly based on two different groups of method-
131 ologies: pattern matching and machine learning. Many applica-
132 tions combine both approaches for different types of PHI, but the
133 majority uses no machine learning and relies only on pattern
134 matching, rules, and dictionaries. These resources are typically
135 manually crafted, at the cost of months of work by experienced do-
136 main experts, and with limited generalizability. An advantage of
137 these methods is that they require little or no annotated training

138data, and can be easily and quickly modified to improve perfor-
139mance by adding rules, dictionary terms, or regular expressions.
140Most recent applications tend to be based more on machine learn-
141ing methods. A large corpus of annotated text is required to train
142these machine learning algorithms, a resource that also requires
143significant work by domain experts, even if text annotation is often
144considered to be easier than knowledge engineering. Annotated
145corpora can also be shared, such as during the i2b2 de-identifica-
146tion challenge [11]. This challenge allowed for several text de-iden-
147tification systems development and methods evaluation. A
148detailed review of earlier research in this domain was published
149in 2010 [2]. A noteworthy more recent system is the MITRE Iden-
150tification Scrubber Toolkit (MIST [4]), based on machine learning
151algorithms and offering a user interface easing the system local
152adaptation.
153We evaluated a selection of these existing systems in the con-
154text of our CHIR de-identification project [12], and this study dem-
155onstrated an important need for customization to PHI formats
156specific to VHA documents. It also provided us with detailed in-
157sight about the best performing methods and resources for each
158category of PHI. This knowledge guided our development of a
159‘‘best-of-breed’’ (hence the nickname ‘BoB’) text de-identification
160system for VHA clinical documents, a system we evaluated with
161different corpora, and a system that reached excellent performance
162for VHA clinical documents de-identification [3].
163As already mentioned, there is a risk that text de-identification
164has an adverse effect on subsequent uses of the text like informa-
165tion extraction, but this risk has barely been investigated. To our
166knowledge, only one published study investigated this risk, and
167only for medication names [5]. In that study, two different systems
168were used to automatically de-identify 3503 clinical notes from
169the Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center: MIST [4], and
170a locally developed system based on similar methods. An auto-
171mated information extraction system [13] was used to extract
172medication names from these notes, before and after de-identifica-
173tion. No significant differences in medication names extraction
174performance were observed.
175The impact of text de-identification on the information content
176of clinical documents, and on the degree to which the document’s
177key clinical data and the overall meaning and understanding of the
178document were retained, has not been reported in scientific
179publications.

1803. Methods

181Our study of the impact of automatic text de-identification on
182clinical notes information content was based on a stepwise ap-
183proach, starting with a high-level analysis of the impact on clinical
184note interpretability and formatting, and ending with a detailed
185analysis of the impact on specific clinical information types
186(Fig. 1). Each step was driven by a research question, and consisted
187in one of the studies described below.
188The experiments presented here were based on two different
189corpora of clinical notes: the 2010 i2b2 NLP challenge corpus
190([14] briefly presented below in Section 3.3.1), and a corpus of
191VHA clinical notes. The latter was a subset of a reference standard
192that consisted of 800 manually de-identified clinical documents.
193These documents were selected using a stratified random sampling
194approach of the 100 most frequent clinical note types available in a
195large VHA research database. More details are available in [3].
196Each document was annotated by two reviewers, with disagree-
197ments adjudicated by a third reviewer. A fourth and final reviewer
198examined any ambiguous or adjudicated cases the third reviewer
199marked as needing further clarification. These tasks used annota-
200tion guidelines and schemata based on the 18 PHI classes defined
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